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1. Welcome: 

1.1 Apologies 

1.2 Declarations of any conflict of interest 

 

2. Confirming of last AGM minutes: 
2.1 Any amendments – motion to accept the minutes from previous AGM 

 

3. Presentation of Reports: 
3.1 Chairperson’s Report 

3.2 Chief Executive Officer’s Report 

3.3 Financial Audit report  

3.4 Adoption of the reports – motion to accept the reports 

 

4. Election processes  

4.1 Per item 6.1 of the Rule Book, the number of directors is to be Minimum 4 Maximum 12 

 

5. Election of Officers: 
5.1 Voting process explained by Chairperson 

Chairperson to hand and over to the CEO to act as the Returning Officer  

All positions are now declared vacant – Returning Officer to call for nominations  

5.2 Chairperson – Written nomination received from Margaret Rajak 

5.3 Deputy Chairperson - Written nomination received from Joe Brown 

5.4 Treasurer - Written nomination received Leon James  

5.5 Secretary – Written nomination received 

5.6 Ordinary Members – Written nominations received from Mareret Friel  

 

6. 2018 – 2019 Auditor Appointment 
 

7. Any other Business: 
 

8. Next Board of Director’s meeting – suggestion, 18 December 2018  
 

Meeting Closed:  
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This Annual Report covers our activities and performance for the period 1 November 2017 to 31 October 

2018 and financial year July 2017 to June 2018. This report is one of the ways in which we seek to 

demonstrate our accountability and obligations to all our stakeholders, including our contract managers, 

partners, and supporters. 

 
One of FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation’s core values, is accountability, we believe  this is crucial 
for our sustainability and therefore our ability to fulfil our Mission. To hold ourselves accountable, 
demonstrates that we are worthy of the trust that our stakeholders have place in us. 

 

In 1967 our founding members Vai Staton, 

Barbara Cummings, Veronica McClintic, Kathy 

Mills and Betty Pearce, began providing meals 

and counselling to Aboriginal men living in the 

long-grass in and around Darwin. This small 

group of volunteers developed a network of 

individuals who provided food, showers, and a 

safe shelter in their homes, to Aboriginal men 

who were suffering from the combined effects of 

alcohol and homelessness. These crusaders 

provided all the funding for these services, 
wanting only to bestow much-needed relief to 

the vulnerable people, who were living within 

their community.  

 

The founding member, named the organisation the Foundation Of Rehabilitation With Aboriginal 

Alcohol Related Difficulties (FORWAARD), reflecting that we will move forward and continue to assist 

those of our society who weren’t in a position to support themselves.  These dedicated women 

continued to provide this method of support until 1978. When on the 5 of September, they were 

informed of their success in tendering for a grant, from the Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal 

Affairs. The purpose of the grant was to purchase a permanent location for the corporation, which 

centred on our current location, at Charles Street in Stuart Park. 

After many years of toil, the residence that is now on the Charles Street block opened, and on the 1st of 

November 1988 the Larrakia people, the traditional owners of the Darwin region bequeathed the name 

“Gwalya Goolmora” on the centre. Gwalya Goolmora means “No Grog” a term which symbolises the 

philosophy that those living at these premises are free from alcohol and drugs  

The FORWAARD facility now accommodates up to 16 residents, catering for both males and females 

with alcohol and drug related problems.  The corporation offers a holistic approach to the treatment 

and recovery for mostly, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients, through our ongoing support and 

care programs.  

FORWAARD has come a long way, since 1967, overseeing significant changes throughout this time. 

However, the one thing that has remained as a constant, is that we continue to provide the same level 

of care and support for vulnerable people, that was provided, these many years past, by our founding 

members. We still offer food, showers, and a safe shelter. Moreover, these are provided in conjunction 

with rehabilitation programs, continuing care services and family education programs, providing 

support to families who are living with substance misuse through their loved ones.                                                                     

Four of our Founding Members 
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Today, the FORWAARD team takes pride in our history, as it outlines for them the foundations of our 

future, characterising our long-standing commitment to improving Aboriginal health, through alcohol 

and drug rehabilitation. 

Shane and Alex, two of FORWAARD’s magnificent team members  

 
Provide culturally appropriate specialised care and support services in the rehabilitation areas of, 
treatment, recovery, healing, and education to “minimise substance misuse and dependency amongst 
Aboriginal people through delivering culturally appropriate education, prevention, and recovery 
programs.” 

 

 
To be a leader in the field of alcohol and other substance misuse rehabilitation and be the provider of 
choice. 

 

 

Excellence:  We strive to provide the best service with continuous improvements to address the needs 

of our clients, their families, and the community.  

Governance: Good governance and effective organisational management. 

Accountability:  We are accountable for our actions and behaviours, both as individuals and as an 

organisation. 

Quality of Service:  We aim to provide high-quality treatment and care by always placing our clients at 

the centre of our services and programs  

Communication:  FORWAARD values communication which is respectful, transparent, and culturally 

appropriate  

Culture: The heritage and cultural needs of Indigenous people are respected and that FORWAARD’s 

programs are culturally appropriate.   
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Client Satisfaction: We strive to provide excellent standards of care and service to meet the 

expectations of others.  

Safety:  We will provide our clients and staff with an environment which is safe and free from 

judgement. 

Teamwork: We take pride in recognising and empowering staff in the importance and value of 

teamwork in keeping FORWAARD’s commitments to our clients. 

 

Director  Position  
Ms Margaret Rajak  Chairperson  

Mr Joe Brown  Deputy Chairperson  

Ms Lorraine Tomlins Secretary  

Mr Leon James Treasurer  

Ms Margeret Friel Director  

Ms Rosie Tipiloura  Director  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Severio, Nathan (left photo), and Jewels (right photo) participating in one of FORWAARD’s many treatment activities 
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MINUTES OF 2017 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

Date: 31 October 2017 

Time: 5 pm – 6.09 pm 

Venue: 33 Charles Street 

 

1. Open and Welcome - Meeting commenced at  5:15 pm 
The meeting was chaired by Margaret Rajak, Margaret opened the meeting and welcomed those present.  

Acknowledged the Larrakia people and elders past and present on whose land the meeting took place. 

Attendance: 

Member Office Present Apology Absent 

Margaret Rajak Chair ✔   

Joe Brown  Vice Chair ✔   

Leon James Treasurer  ✔  

Margeret Friel  Secretary ✔   

Lorraine Tomlins Director ✔   

Rosie Tipiloura Director ✔   

 
Guests:  
Awais Reman c/- Barry Hanson Accountants  
 
 
FORWAARD Staff: 

 
Sheryl Thomson, Business Manager 
Rikki Fischer, Communications and External Relationship Manager  
Kathy Katras, Treatment Coordinator 
Steve Versteegh, Executive Director  
 
FORWAARD Residents: 
Rhys White,  Johnathan Wesley, Joshua Ellis,  Nathan Roberts,  Alan Munkara, Ashley Nayilibidj, Theresa  

Mikirrinudj, Samuel Thomson, Nathaniel Wilford, Alex Godfrey

APOLOGIES:  
Leon James 
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2. Confirmation of Previous Minutes  
Accepted of 2016 Minutes.  

The ED was unable to locate the minutes of the last AGM held November 2016. Will continue to search for these 

and send out if they are found  

Moved:  

Seconded:  

Motion carried not able to finalise this   

3. Presentation of Reports  
 

3.1 Chairperson’s Report 
Spoken to by Margie Rajak. Full report is provided in the 2017 annual report  

Moved: Margie Rajak  

Seconded:  Rosie Tipiloura  

Accepted Unanimously  

3.2 ED’s Report 
Spoken to by Steve Versteegh. Full report is provided in the 2017 annual report  

Moved:  Steve Versteegh 

Seconded:  Joe Brown  

Accepted Unanimously 

3.3 Financial Audit Report 
Spoken to by Awaia Rehman– Barry Hanson Accounting. Full report is provided in the 2017 annual report    

Moved:  Awaia Rehman 

Seconded:  Margie Rajak   

Accepted Unanimously 

4.  Election processes  

4.1 Voting process explained – as per clause 6 of the rules book  

Margaret Rajak outlined that all current Director’s position are now vacant and handed the voting over to the 

returning officer Stephen Versteegh. The voting process was explained by  Stephen, He outlined that section 6 

of the rules book described the eligibility to be a Director of FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation these are: 

 Be over 18 years of age   

 Be a member of the Corporation 

 Be an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person  

 Usually, reside in Australia 

 Not be an employee of the cooperation - notwithstanding clause 4.1 wherein exceptional circumstances 
a director may be eligible to be a temporary employee if all directors approve  
 

Note a minimum of 4 directors and up to a maximum of 12 directors must be appointed – each director must 

provide consent in writing to be considered for the role.  
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The current positions were declared vacant, and nominations were called. 

5. Election of Officers:  

5.1 Chairperson 

 Written Nomination received from Margaret Rajak. 

              The nomination was seconded by Lorraine Tomlins.             

No other nominations. 

              accepted the nomination and was elected unopposed. 

5.2 Deputy Chair 

             Written Nomination received from Joe Brown. 

              The nomination was seconded by Margaret Rajak. 

             accepted and was elected unopposed. 

5.3 Treasurer 

           Written Nomination received from Leon James. 

           The nomination was seconded by Margeret Friel              

No other nominations                                      . 

           accepted and was elected unopposed. 

5.4 Secretary 

            Written Nomination received from Lorraine Tomlins. 

            The nomination was seconded by Margaret Rajak. 

No other nominations. 

            accepted and was elected unopposed. 

5.5 Ordinary Members 

              Written Nomination received from Margeret Friel. 

             The nomination was seconded by Lorraine Tomlins  

             accepted and was elected unopposed. 

Written Nomination received from Rosie Tipiloura                 

             The nomination was seconded by Joe Brown. 

              accepted and was elected unopposed. 

No other nominations for Ordinary members were received                    
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6.   Appointment of an Auditor for 2016/17 

Barry Hanson Accounting now known as Nexia Edwards Marshall NT 

Moved:  Maggie Rajak  

Seconded:  Lorraine Tomlins  

Motion carried All 

7. Any other Business 

1)  ED to draft a letter Nominating Mr Joe Brown as FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporations 

 representative on the Ironbark board of directors  

2) ED provided an update on the 50 years activity   

 Suggested balloons be arranged for the anniversary  
 Suggested a funding letter be provided in the hand out bag, so visitors are made aware of our 

funding opportunity   
3)  Discussions were had regarding our future opportunities, particularly regarding the issues relating to 

ICE and transitional housing 

8. Next Board Meeting – Tuesday 14 November 2017  

Meeting Closed:   6:09   pm 

 

Moved to accept the 2017 AGM minutes ……………………………………….. Seconder, ………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rikki with Leon, Margie, and Kathy at the NIDAC18 awards night 
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2018 activity 
Obtained  ECAAS ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System Accreditation for three years  

Engaged MAX Employment to work with our clients and assisted them to become work ready  

Developed and distributed our FORWAARD newsletter  

Undertook a stakeholder survey. Stakeholder rated us with a 98% satisfaction rate  

Presented at the Parole Board meeting to promote FORWAARD and our programs  

Developed a training program in conjunction with Alana Kaye training to provide AOD training to staff  

Commenced a Continuing Care Contract with DoH to support graduated clients for a period of 12 months  

Leased a 6 bedroom transitional house and employed 2 staff to administer the Continuing Care Program 

CEO became a member of the AADANT Board  

Continued with our branding awareness campaign by marketing FORWAARD on one of the public busses  

Revitalised our webpage to better reflect our organisation  

Developed and implemented the new FORWAARD 2018 to 2023 Strategic plan  

Implemented the Family Circles Program to support and educate families with member suffering addiction   

Conducted a staff forum to review and develop the 2019 FORWAARD business plan  

Introduce Pet Therapy into our treatment program with Smiggles our treatment dog  

Refurbished the common room and the Charles street bed rooms though a finding grant form DoH   

Meetings with members of the legislative assembly, Include: Jeff COLLINS, Ngaree AH KIT, Natasha FYLES and  
Opposition Minister for Health Lia FINNOCCHIARO    

We have had a very stable workforce this year increasing our team members from 17 last year to 20 in 2018  

Signed up our Trainee into a Business Administration Traineeship  

Mark Smalley from DoH presented an overview of the MAPs and other programs for Board consideration   

CEO is on the MAPs project steering committee 

The Communications and External Relationship Manager is now a Director of the DAIWS Board 

Presented the Family Circles program at the NIDAC18 conference, this program was well received    

Margie and Leon were both honoured at the NIDAC18 awards  for services to the AOD sector   

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tyrone, Zahri, Max and Shem our FORWAARD Kangaroos and 2018 TOUCH FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS 
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FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation 

2018 Dashboard  
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I want to take this opportunity to welcome everyone here today, our clients, staff, visitors, and the current 

FORWAARD Board Members.  

Firstly, I would like to pass on my sincere thanks to the current FORWAARD Board Members, Joe Brown the 

Deputy Chairperson, Lorraine Tomlins our Secretary, Leon James our Treasurer, Meg Friel, and Rosemary 

Tipiloura, our Directors.   

The Board Members have worked tirelessly over the past 12 months to ensure that FORWAARD remains and 

continues to be a healthy and prosperous Indigenous Community based Corporation. Supporting vulnerable 

people with Alcohol addiction throughout the Northern Territory  

Secondly, I would like to thank Steve, our Executive Director, for his great leadership, Sheryl, Rikki, Kathy, Alan, 

Alex, Cara, David, Dominic, Emma, Geoff, Gerard, James, John, Kerrie, Michael, Nakkara, Nicole, Shane, Theresa, 

and Lara for another wonderful year. Steve and his team have demonstrated commitment and dedication to 

each of our clients by providing them with the support they need to improve their health and wellbeing.  They 

have been instrumental in ensuring the organisation's success, and sustained growth over the last 12 months, 

and have assured that we have met our contractual requirements.   All testament, to the staff’s collective 

determination, to ensure that our stakeholders enjoy a positive experience each time they interact with 

FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation.  

As a team (Our Members, Directors and staff), FORWAARD has achieved some significant results over the last 

twelve months. Including introducing two new contracts, reconfirming our strategic position, as well as 

consolidating our existing arrangements.   Some of the innovations introduced this year include:  

 The implementation of two new programs these being: 
o The Continuing Care program, this includes the leasing  of the Transitional home at 29 Fleming 

Street (funded by Department of Heath) 
o The Family Circles program contracted through the Department of Correctional Services, what 

a great innovation this has proven to be  

 NT Transport service - advertising FORWAARD’s services throughout the Community 

 Television Advertisement of FORWAARD Services 

 Implementation of the 2018 to 2023 Strategic plan setting our direction for the next five years  

 100% Audit compliance 
 

The dedication and commitment shown by all the FORWAARD team is commendable and accurately reflects the 

positive stranding we have created within the community, for the past several years. The statistical information 

provided in the following table outlines a snapshot of the activity undertaken this year. 

Statistical information: Client activity form November 2017 until October 2018 

 Assessments 

completed/requested 

New 

Clients   

Clients 

graduated 

Clients exited 

due to rule 

breaking  

Clients taking 

own leave 

Total clients  390 106  58 14 12 

Average/month  32.5 8.83  5.2 1.27 1 
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We can take heart in that these figures demonstrate that we are unquestionably producing some significant 

results when it comes to the treatment and care of our clients. However, as good as these results are, we still 

need to be vigilant and committed to the continued improvement of our programs Ensuring that our 2018, 2019 

activity can exceed  what we have achieved this year.  

Additionally, I would like to make special note of my fellow board member and friend, Leon James. Leon has for 

the best part of forty years been involved with the AOD sector, supporting people to overcome their 

dependences, and aiding them to obtain a healthier way of life. For Leon, a good number of these years have 

been worked in regional and remote Northern Territory, which by its very nature has challenges that we who 

are working in urban society can only imagine.  Accordingly, on Thursday 8 November in Adelaide, at the National 

Indigenous Drug and Alcohol Conference awards night, the work that Leon has tirelessly undertake for such a 

long time  was acknowledged at a national level. When he was presented with the Remote Male Worker Award, 

this is a very prestigious award and one that is very fitting for our Director. Congratulation Leon we are proud of 

you and what you have achieved.   

In conclusion, I would like to once again thank my fellow Board of Directors, the Executive Director and our 

dedicated staff, for what has been a particularly productive year for our magnificent team here at FORWAARD.   

Margaret Rajak 

Chairperson 

FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation – November 2018 

 

Moved to accept the Chairperson’s report  ……………………………………….. Seconder, ………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Margaret a 2018 CORALIE OBER honour roll Inductee, with Leon after receiving his Remote Male Worker Award in Adelaide, 

November 2018 
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It is my pleasure, to be able to report on another hugely successful year for the team at FORWAARD. Our plan 

for 2018, originated from our growth and substantial successes of 2017.  

This plan was particularly ambitious as we were to consolidate and adapted our existing compilation of 

programs. Ensuring that each of these met the needs of the intended stakeholders, along with having to focus 

on new program development. Ensuring that these provided the corporation with diversity from our regular 

activity while complementing our traditional undertakings.  

I am pleased to say that our team rose to the challenge, and the following is a snapshot of their achievements 

and progress for 2018. 

GOVERNANCE AND GROWTH  

Ensuring that we were on a sustainable and solid financial footing was paramount for our organisation. While 

the details of the fiscal year are outlined in 3.3, attachment 1, the following dot points reflect our successes in 

accomplishing this task. 

 A revenue increase of $457906 from the previous financial year  

 A surplus of $1504 for the year, reflecting that as a return on investment, every dollar we have gained 
supports the recovery of our clients. 

 Revenue streams are now diversified, and we are no longer dependent on one or two funding 
programs.  

 

To support our growth and financial stability, in 2018 we introduced two new programs into the centre, which 

while complementary, are somewhat different to our contemporary rehabilitation programs. These new 

programs are: 

 The Continuing Care program, which enables at least six clients who have graduated from the 
rehabilitation program. To enter into a Transitional home and retain a modified level of support for up 
to 12 months. At this stage, we have one home which we are leasing in the Narrows and are currently 
support four residents. The program is proving to be particularly successful, and accordingly, we are 
looking to emulate this success in 2019, by introducing similar Transitional homes in other location 
throughout Darwin. 

 Our Family Circles program was also introduced in 2018; the program is designed to provide education 
and training to family members who have loved ones suffering from addictive behaviours. The aim of 
Family Circles is to provide families with the tools that are necessary to cope with the daily challenges 
that they face and to be in a position to provide front-line support for their loved one, if and when they 
decide to change their circumstances. This program is proving to be very successful, and, as it has been 
told to us, it is filling a much-needed vacuum, that existed before we commenced this program. 

 

Further, this year Directors felt, that due to the changes which are prevalent in the AOD sector, both locally and 

at a national level. It would be prudent to revisit our strategic plan, to ensure that this was still meeting the 

needs of our corporation. Accordingly, in September, we rolled out our new Strategic Plan, one intended to set 

the direction of our corporation for the next five years. Our plan has three specific targets these being: 

I. Stakeholder Engagement  
II. Services and Recourses Expansion  

III. Capacity Development  
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Resulting from the implementation of our Strategic Plan, our staff met in October to review the strategic targets 

and develop outputs, these being the goals, tasks, and KPIs that will best support our strategic objectives. These 

outputs will be utilised to establish the basis for our FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation’s 2019 Business Plan, 

which is expected to be finalised in December, ready for implementation on 1 January 2019. 

ENGAGEMENT  

As a small, not for profit organisation, we understand the need to have sustainable, robust, and diverse 

networks, as it is through these partnerships that we can flourish and grow. Accordingly, as a corporation, we 

actively encourage our team to engage and develop long-lasting relationships or to develop opportunities to 

present or promote our organisation to other groups. Thus ensuring, that we have strong corporate connections 

and awareness within a host of complementary sectors. Accordingly, this year we have actively built upon our 

already vast network, by developing new partner arrangements. Or by undertaking promotional presentations 

which best embodies our corporation, some of these activities are illustrated in the following: 

 A number of our team were nominated to become Directors on Boards of other corporations.  As such 
we now have directors on the DAIWS, Banyan House and AADANT Boards, to name a few. 

 We also presented the Family Circles program at a national level, we shared this unique program with 
other interested Aboriginal organisations, during the NIDAC18 conference. This presentation helped 
other organisations to visualise how this program would support the needs of their clients and their 
families.  

 We have also had two of our prominent board members being recognised by their peers at a national 
event. Margie Rajak, our Chairperson, was inducted into the prestigious Coralie Ober honour roll, for 
her services to the AOD sector, which spans more than 20 years. Also Leon James’ service to the industry 
was also recognised, as he received the NIDAC18 Remote Male Worker award, for his commitment to 
the AOD sector in remote locations. Congratulations to Margie and Leon. 

 We also improved our social media capacity this year, by renovating the FORWAARD webpage. This 
new site is a better representation of our organisation and enables a far better experience for visitors. 
Additionally, we now have both staff and board dedicated login pages for member-specific information, 
and any potential clients can now register with us through our web portal. Providing a significant 
improvement to our client directed services.    

 

DEVELOPMENT  

Organisational development has been of particular importance to FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation this year. 

Producing a highly skilled, trained, and adaptive workforce is the driving factor, in a lot of the activities we have 

undertaken. The programs which have been provided for our team, concentrate on filling the gaps we have in 

our service capacity. However, we have also placed significant endeavour, into the development of our 

corporate program, and at this point we expect all of our activity to come to fruition in early 2019. In preparation 

for this action learning program we have: 

 Engaged Alana Kaye College as our RTO and they have been instrumental in helping this program 
evolve.   

 Developed a program which is unique to our organisation and one that meets the needs of our diverse 
and time poor workforce. Enabling training and development to be undertaken 24 hours a day.   

 Put three key staff through a Diploma of Training, to ensure that we meet the training requirements 
when the program commences.   

 

Additional to our staff development, we also have a requirement under our 2018 – 2023 Strategic Plan, to help 

our Directors improve on their already extensive governance knowledge. To enable this, we have engaged with 

an external provider, to deliver Governance Training to our Directors in early 2019.  
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As has been outlined, throughout all of 2018, our organisation has consolidated our existing programs while 

implementing and driving new programs. We have ensured a secure and stable financial platform from which 

we support our clientele. We have defined our new direction and put in place a unique action learning program, 

one that will be inclusive of all staff, so those working on shift can meaningfully participate in training as well.  

The above overview displays a comprehensive and extensive program, which was presented by the FORWAARD 

team in 2018. Moreover, it also reflects that this plan is unlikely to vary a great deal throughout 2019.  As a 

consequence, I believe that FORWAARD is well-placed to achieve this bold plan because we are building from a 

base, which includes a clear direction with robust governance, and a dedicated highly motivated, and committed 

group of individuals. Who want to ensure that they can provide the best possible support for their clients.    

Presented by Steve Versteegh 

CEO 

FORWAARD Aboriginal Corporation, November 2018  

 

 

Moved to accept the CEO’s report  ……………………………………….. Seconder, ………………………………………………………… 
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Please see attachment 1   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The FORWAARD brand on the move in Darwin  
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AGENDA ITEM 4 and 5  

 

Election of the 2019  

Board of Directors  
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4 Election processes  

4.1 Per item 6.1 of the Rule Book, the number of directors is to be Minimum 4 Maximum 12 

 

5 Election of Officers: 
5.1 Voting process explained by Chairperson 

 

Chairperson to hand and over to the CEO to act as the Returning Officer  

All positions are now declared vacant – Returning Officer to call for nominations  

 

5.2 Chairperson – Written nomination received from Margaret Rajak 

Nomination supported  

Seconder: 

Carried: 

Any other nominations for the position of Chairperson  

5.3 Deputy Chairperson - Written nomination received from Joe Brown 

Nomination supported  

Seconder: 

Carried: 

Any other nominations for the position of Deputy Chairperson 

5.4 Treasurer - Written nomination received Leon James  

Nomination supported  

Seconder: 

Carried: 

Any other nominations for the position of Treasurer 

5.5 Secretary – Written nomination received from Lorraine Tomlins  

Nomination supported  

Seconder: 

Carried: 

Any other nominations for the position of Secretary 
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5.6 Ordinary Members – Written nominations received from Mareret Friel  

Nomination supported  

Seconder: 

Carried: 

Any other nominations for the position of Ordinary Member  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bianca and her new friend meet at FORWAARD 
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AGENDA ITEM 6  

 

2018 – 2019  

Auditor Appointment 

The CEO respectfully presents an application from Nexia, Edwards Marshall NT to continue as FORWAARD 

Aboriginal Corporation’s Financial Auditor in 2019. 

Nexia, Edwards Marshall NT have provided a quote of $15,000.00 to provide general purpose auditing in 2019. 
Note: as an expression of their commitment to us the quote provided is $5,000.00 cheaper than this year’s quote.   

Appointment accepted   Appointment rejected   

 

Moved ……………………………………….. Seconder,  ………………………………………………………… 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

 

2017 – 2018  

Financial report 
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